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Xatshow is a lightweight
Windows application that

allows you to create
slideshows and

screensavers for your
computer, as well as

slideshows suitable for
DVD players, webpages,
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and digital cameras.
Straightforward looks You
are welcomed by a clean

feature lineup that
provides quick access to
the main functions of the

utility, namely PC
Slideshow/Screensaver,

Video CD/DVD, Web
Slideshow, and Digital
Camera. Each of the

aforementioned
categories comes

bundled with several
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tweaking parameters
designed to help you set
up the process in detail.

Building up a new PC
screensaver/slideshow
Xatshow gives you the

possibility to generate a
PC screensaver or

slideshow by providing
info about its name,

selecting the folder that
includes the images,
inserting an audio file

(MP3, WAV, MID), picking
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the saving directory, as
well as setting up the

slide duration, image size
and quality, transition,
and background color.

Advanced settings allow
you to specify the

transition duration, pick
the slide order and image

rotation angle, enlarge
images (to full screen

size), run the slideshow
once, synchronize the
slideshow to music, as
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well as assign an action
for the EXE file upon

installation, such as “ask
to install as screensaver
when first run,” “always
install screensaver and
run slideshow,” or other
options. When it comes

to customizing the dialog
for the

screensaver/slideshow,
you may pick an image
for the top and bottom
logo (BMP file format),
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enter the text for the
information box, as well

as alter the text and
background colors.

What’s more, you can
preview the slideshows,
use the built-in timeline

for making some changes
(it needs extra time to

generate the waveform),
and insert suggestive

text and image captions.
You may create EXE files,
run the slideshow, email
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it to a friend, or install
the slideshow as your

screensaver. Other handy
features Xatshow
provides several

additional parameters for
helping you create

slideshows for CDs/DVDs,
webpages, and digital

cameras. You may
activate the anti-flicker
filter, embed additional
files to the CD, include
the original pictures on
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the CD/DVD, instruct
xatshow to read the

image orientation from
the image (if available),
use the JPEG information
(EXIF data) stored in the
specified file and attach

this information to all
output images.

Furthermore, you may
rename and renumber
the images, output a

Xatshow Crack License Code & Keygen
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Burn DVD for PC - DVD
Cover Studio Burn DVD

for PC is one of the most
popular programs for
mastering DVD-video
disks with a variety of

graphic DVD covers. The
software presents 3D

DVD covers, which can
be burned on the disk in

either fast or slow
motion, and more. The
application provides a
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variety of tools for
designing a multimedia

DVD package for
archiving videos, music,

movies, games and other
multimedia files. Your

DVD disc can be created
using any digital photo,

and even without a photo
you can make an

outstanding DVD cover.
The package includes a
brush set with 16 types

of brushes, with intuitive
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interface that allows you
to customize and

combine them in unique
ways. You can choose

from a wide selection of
pre-installed design

templates and use your
own photo files for the
new cover design. The

integrated motion-picture
chapter-setting tool
allows for automatic

chapter names or setting
a specific name for a
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particular chapter. The
application offers a series
of editing tools, including

cropping, inverting,
rotating and resizing of
the photo. Select the

image from an
embedded image folder,

or take a picture from
any folder on your

computer. Customize
elements and borders of
the photo, put the photo
in a 3D or motion picture
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cover, and create 3D and
motion picture covers.
You can also set and

save different settings for
the different parts of the

image. The program
offers a menu editor. You

can edit a menu
structure, add and delete

your own menu items,
set the image dimensions
and crop the image. The

menu-editing feature
includes image formats,
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resolution, compression,
and a number of other
settings that you can
make to improve the
visual quality of the
menu, including the

placement of the menu
on the physical disc. Burn

DVD for PC is easy to
use: just click "Burn DVD"

to start the DVD
mastering process. Burn
DVD for PC allows you to
preview the DVD cover
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design in 3D and 2D;
make some adjustments;

select the audio and
video files and folders to

include on the DVD
media. You can save the
cover design in the Photo

DVD Quality Format to
the DVD disc, or export
the design to various
image formats. The

program allows you to
burn up to 100 custom
covers on a DVD disc
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using any of the chosen
designs. Brand name:

DVDFab DVDFab
Download Click the

download link to start a
free trial of DVDFab for
PC, and then you can

b7e8fdf5c8
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Xatshow

What's New In Xatshow?

* Create slideshows from
the images and video
files stored on your
computer; * View
slideshows and
screensavers on any
digital camera; * Convert
a video into a slideshow
of images; * Create
screen savers for any
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Windows desktop or
laptop computer; *
Modify a screen saver by
inserting your own
images; * Create a
slideshow that works as a
Windows desktop icon; *
Configure slideshow
duration and transition
time; * Configure audio
data (voice); * Configure
the slideshow settings
(name, folder, size,
background, etc.); *
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Insert captions and text;
* Installs as a
screensaver or
screensaver in Windows
XP, Vista, 7, 8. xatshow
Full Version Features: *
Create and burn
slideshow images. *
Insert image in slideshow
as a background. * Hot
image move to the end of
the slideshow. * Load
image from the drive. *
Insert text into slide. *
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Slideshow audio with
sound files. * Remove
slideshow images from
the picture. * Slide show
complete, slideshow on
timer. * Loop slideshow. *
Choose the level of
rotation of images. *
Support 8-bit, 16-bit,
24-bit and 32-bit images.
* Slideshow to allow you
to edit image slideshow
on the PC. * Slideshow
automatically loads and
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updates the original
image slideshow. * Show
or hide the image
slideshow in Windows 7.
* Transitions available
between the images. *
Insert a slideshow video
CD icon to a web page. *
Transitions available
between images in CD
slideshow. * Video CD
image slideshow,
slideshow on the screen.
* Setting slideshow title,
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description, slideshow
minutes. * Setting
slideshow order of
pictures. * Screensaver
slideshow, screensaver
on the computer. *
Screen saver slideshow,
wallpaper on the
computer. * Screensaver
slideshow customization:
* Name, preview, and
sizes. * Thumbnails and
caption length and
spacing. * Description
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and background color. *
Quality for slideshow and
thumbnail. * One-time
slideshow display. * Run
slideshow at the first run.
* Auto-cancel slideshow.
* Background screen. *
Screening images
gallery, digital camera
slideshow. * Rollover
images in slideshow. *
Create slideshows. *
Screensaver slideshow
and set the slideshow
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interval. * Restore all
changed slideshow
images.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7
SP1, Windows 8.1 (64-bit
versions only) Processor:
Intel i5 CPU, 2.9 GHz or
higher Memory: 6 GB
RAM (8 GB for Win10),
dedicated GPU with at
least 2 GB VRAM Storage:
20 GB available space
Video Card: NVIDIA GTX
560/AMD HD7850 with at
least 3 GB VRAM Input
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Devices: Mouse,
keyboard Recommended:
OS: Windows 10 (64-bit
versions only) Processor
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